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About This Game

In Piloteer, a whimsical and serenely challenging physics-based game about learning to fly, a renowned inventor is determined
to overcome the stigma associated with flying a jetpack and convince the world that jetpacks should be revered by all.

Blending elements of both physics and trick-based games, players will need to maneuver their state-of-the-art jetpack through
the skies while completing a myriad of increasingly difficult missions to change public perceptions.

Players will find themselves immersed in a wholly integrated physics simulation, making the beautiful world around them feel
dynamic, unpredictable, and alive.

Ridiculous failure is imminent in Piloteer, making the accomplishments along the way feel all the more rewarding. Put on your
jetpack and take to the skies!

FEATURES
• Increasingly challenging gameplay with sixty different missions

• Three beautiful environments to fly around in
• Career and Free Fly modes

• Custom-composed, serene piano score
• Silly and ridiculous physics-based ragdoll effects
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Game has been dead since the summer. Save your money until the devs become active again. It's sad to see this happen but
Myth still exists and people play, I recommend that for now still.. I've only played the first book which is ffree, and gotta say, it
was better than I expected. The artwork and storytelling have been good so far, and expereimenting with different skills is quite
fun. Would recommend this game.. A solid roguelike with lots of replay value. Game is minimalistic, like all true roguelikes.
Definitely worth for seasoned roguelike players, and not too big of an investment for people who have no idea what they are
dealing with.

My only gripe with the game is that you can't move items in your backpack; a slight inconvenience.. I beat it under an hour. It
has fairly generic arcade style gameplay.

I would expect this kind of thing from a gamejam contest at a university or college.. This game is... very meh. Very average.
There's a lot of good points and a lot of bad points.

Good stuff: The visual style is pretty nice and the game's general pacing is pretty solid, there are few instances of having to stop
moving and wait for stuff, though they are present. There's also a decent number of neat gimmicks, especially in the last world,
and the main mechanics are solid on the whole.

Bad stuff: A lot of weird, clunky level design and weird level design choices that just feel... off. The game's insistence on using
checkpoints as an obstacle for 100% completion. The final boss fight is absolute trash and goes against the game's basic
mechanics. The audio is a bit mediocre. Your character feels a bit small onscreen and it can get hard to tell where you are at
points. Also there's one random level where you can't get no death and all tokens at the same time.

I don't really have a strong opinion on this game either way but it's generally decent entertainment, and an okay length for the
price (5 or so hours to play through getting all tokens and no deaths, and then a bit more to find the last secrets and
achievements). Replaying it probably softened my opinion on it as well since it's, well, decent platforming when it wants to be.

I can't say I'd return to it though either. It's just very... fine, with a few roadbumps along the way, a few bad levels, and that final
boss is really, truly terrible.
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Making bigger boobs doesn't make the game unique. This is obviously a copy/clone of "Deep Space Waifu".
Although this game is cheaper than DSW the mechanics are lacking. DSW has a more enjoyable game experience than this.

I do not recommend. For the real deal check out: "Deep Space Waifu". Really charming and beatiful HOG with cute plot and
well-done puzzles.. Bladenet is a fun multiplayer game of hide and seek... with murder!

There are lots of funny moments to be had when playing with friends, especially when you're hunting someone and they have
not yet realised!

The map is immersive and gritty. The place feels like a real cyberpunk world, with plenty of places to hide and discover.

Overall, the game is fun, and even better with friends.. Its fun at moments.... Great game... Till you play it.
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